
More muscle and lower power consumption ensures a more efficient business 
NICE Systems (NASDAQ: NICE), provides solutions to organizations in the enterprise and security sectors that serve three main needs: improving
business performance, decreasing financial risk and enhancing safety and security. NICE solutions capture interactions, transactions and
video surveillance from multiple sources, including telephones, CCTV video feed, emergency services radio communications, emails, chat,
social media, and more. NICE solutions apply real-time, cross-channel analytics to realize the intent of customers, criminals/terrorists or
fraudsters (depending on the context), providing real-time insights about the business or security situation, and enabling pro-active response
for real-time impact.

The NICE enterprise software offering, which is often deployed on Intel’s servers, enables companies all over the world to increase revenues,
enhance customer experience, optimize contact center and back office operations, and ensure compliance with regulations.To help its customers
consolidate and reduce their operational IT and other data center related costs such as floor space, hardware and maintenance related costs,
as well as reduce overhead and consolidate the number of servers in use, NICE offers its customers enhanced virtualization capabilities.

CASE STUDY

Intel®Xeon®processor 7500 series

Enterprise server

Enterprise dynamo

CHALLENGES 

• IT manager wants: Provide customers with a lower total cost of ownership of servers 

• Meeting customer needs: Enable a more efficient deployment, requiring less space, less
maintenance, less overhead

• Green thinking: Be environmentally minded when deploying its technology solutions

SOLUTION 

• Road test: NICE engaged with Intel and carried out benchmarking tests on the Intel® Xeon®
processor 7500 series.

• Virtualization model: Gauged the efficiency and effectiveness of deploying NICE software
solutions in a virtualized configuration at customer sites

IMPACT 

• From 14 to 2: The virtualization capability of the Intel Xeon processor 7500 series enabled
a reduction from 14 servers to 2-3 servers, significantly lowering costs. 

• A Leap: Processing power enabled 30% performance increase over previous system

• A Fall: Power consumption fell by up to 60% 

Millions of customer interactions 

NICE offers businesses, that capture up to tens of millions of customer interactions every
year, an integrated suite of targeted business solutions and best-in-class capabilities. These
provide contact centers with the ability to take charge of their customer dynamics, that is,
the myriad complex, continuous interchanges that occur between customers and busi-
nesses. This is to ensure the value of customer interactions is maximized. 

It does this by capturing customer and business intent, analyzing this intent to reveal insights
and applying these insights to positively impact results. Among the unique capabilities of
the NICE offering are real-time, cross-channel interaction analytics. This capability means
that companies can automatically correlate a customer phone call requesting a product up-
grade with product feedback communicated via mail. 

As a result, they can ensure that when the same customer calls the contact center, the agent
they talk to automatically knows about those recent activities. The insights gleaned in this
example help identify a potential up-sell opportunity, as well as product design-related input
valuable for the marketing department. Acting on those insights helps organizations improve
customer satisfaction, build share-of-wallet with a customer and increase operational efficiency.

“The new Intel® Xeon® processors

have enabled us to scale up and

provide our IT manager custo-

mers with what they are looking

for: lower costs and greater 

performance. And by providing

this, we are also strengthening

and growing our business.”

David Binny,
Product Manager, Systems & Recording 

Enterprise Business Division
Nice Systems



To enable its customers to decrease the in-
frastructural costs of deploying its solutions
NICE engaged with Intel to gauge the optimal
architecture of a virtualized deployment. As
a result, NICE and Intel began benchmarking
tests of the Intel® Xeon® processor 7500
series before it was released commercially. 

David Binny, Product Manager, Systems &
Recording business division, said: “We began
working with Intel before the commercial
release of Intel Xeon processor 7500 series.
This consisted of testing performance, energy-
efficiency, power consumption and virtualiza-
tion capacity planning and sizing.” 

Benchmarking tests consisted of running the
NICE Interaction Analytics, which includes
voice analysis software, on shared storage
arrays powered by Intel Xeon processor 7500
series. One of the performance parameters
NICE wanted to establish was how many calls
could be enabled and what will be the scala-
bility and performance of the system. One
of the tests included load tests, which meant
inserting into the database high volumes of
interactions, which in this case were about
23-25 calls per second. 

Scaling up 

During the test, NICE ran VMware vSphere*
4.0 and Microsoft SQL Server* database.
One of the first points it noted was a 30%
increase in processor performance compared
to the previous system. By running virtualized
servers, NICE was able to shrink from approxi-
mately 14 servers to just two. 

When it assessed power consumption, taking
into account reduced air-conditioning and
cabling requirements, NICE customers can
find up to a 60% reduction in power consump-
tion. In turn, this delivers ‘green’ benefits in
that companies are gaining greater perform-
ance using less energy. 

From the financial perspective, this enabled
NICE Systems customers to reduce the cost
of the infrastructure required by offering a
virtualized option. It also meant that the
service for end-customers is enhanced with
customers making considerable savings.  

Eran Bongart, System Architect, NICE Systems,
said: “We are able to provide considerable
cost reductions to our customers, who ap-
preciate a significantly lower TCO and
faster ROI. This can be achieved because
the Intel system needs less floor spacing,
fitting on one shelf, and it also requires
less maintenance. It also requires less air
conditioning and power which makes it a
much more environmentally friendly solu-
tion for us and our customers.”

“The four socket Intel Xeon processor 7500
series allowed us to scale up rather than hav-
ing to scale out. This scale-up simply offered
more for less, better performance with fewer
servers, lower costs for our customers, more
computing power with less management
expenditure and greater efficiency.” 

Binny added: “It shows our customers that
their TCO considerations are very important
to us, and the effort we invest into enabling
centralization for their benefit.”

As a result, there are a number of IT depart-
ments at NICE customer sites which are
considering a virtualized architecture for
their NICE implementation, with the Intel
Xeon processor 7500 series being their
platform of choice. 

Spotlight on Nice Systems

NICE Systems (NASDAQ: NICE), is the
worldwide leader of intent-based solu-
tions that capture and analyze interac-
tions and transactions, realize intent,
and extract and leverage insights to
deliver impact in real time. Driven by
cross-channel and multi-sensor analy-
tics, NICE solutions enable organizati-
ons to improve business performance,
increase operational efficiency, prevent
financial crime, ensure compliance, and
enhance safety and security. NICE ser-
ves over 25,000 organizations in the
enterprise and security sectors, repre-
senting a variety of sizes and indu-
stries in more than 150 countries, and
including over 80 of the Fortune 100
companies.   http://www.nice.com. 

Powerful virtualization performance
opens up new business opportunities
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